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INTRODUCTION

The first graduates of a prosthetics and orthotics degree program in
the United States were two students who received their baccalaureate
degrees from New York University in 1965 . Four years later, in 1969, a
total of 25 NYU students had been awarded the bachelor of science
degree in prosthetics and orthotics.

The first students to be graduated from a 2-year degree program in
prosthetics and orthotics received the associate in arts degree from
Cerritos College in 1967. In 1969 a total of 29 students had been gradu-
ated from that program . At the same time, a total of 30 students had
received an associate in arts degree in prosthetics after completion of a
2-year program at Chicago City College and Northwestern University.
The first degrees from this program were awarded in 1968.

By the end of the 1969 school year, then, 84 students had been grad-
uated from a degree program : 25 with a bachelor of science degree in
prosthetics and orthotics, 29 with an associate in arts degree in pros-

a Reprinted with permission from Orthotics and Prosthetics, Vol . 24, No . 4, December

1970 .
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thetics and orthotics, and 30 with an associate in arts degree in
prosthetics.

In January 1970, these 84 graduates were requested to participate in
a survey proposed by the subcommittee on Educational Projects in
Prosthetics and Orthotics, Committee on Prosthetic-Orthotic Education
(CPOE) . b The members of the Subcommittee felt that a survey of grad
uates would not only supplement the data yielded by the Manpower
Survey (1) (also sponsored by this Subcommittee) , but would provide
information related to the professional and economic status of members
of this unique group—the first to practice their profession following
graduation from a degree program . It was also thought that the insight
these graduates acquired in terms of their education and profession could
be profitably shared by others .

RESULTS

The response to the survey was good, with 84.5 percent of the 77
students returning the completed survey form (Table 1) . (Seven forms
were not delivered because of inadequate addresses.) Of the 65 respond-
ents, two had been graduated in 1965, one in 1966, 13 in 1967, 23 in
1968, and 26 in 1969 (Table 2) .

TABLE 1 .-Survey Distribution and Returns

School
No . of forms

delivered
No.

returned% returned

New York University 23 20 86 .9

Cerritos College 27 20 74 .0

Chicago City College 27 25 92 .9

Total 77 65 84 .4

TABLE 2.—Number of Respondents by Year of Graduation

Year of graduation Number of respondents

1965 2

1966 1

1967 13

1968 23

1969 26

5 The Committee on Prosthetic-Orthotic Education is supported by the Prosthetic
and Sensory Aids Service, Veterans Administration, and the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, Social and Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
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Fifty-two respondents in civilian status were gainfully employed in
the fields of prosthetics and/or orthotics at the time of the survey and
were located geographically as follows : 10 in California ; nine in Illinois;
six in New York ; four in Pennsylvania ; three each in Florida and Michi-
gan; two each in Maryland, Texas, North Carolina, Ohio, Vermont, and
New jersey ; and one each in Montana, Louisiana, Indiana, the District
of Columbia, and Vancouver, British Columbia . Two were in the mili-
tary service, one of whom was working in prosthetics . Eight were con-
tinuing their education at an advanced level in the fields of prosthetics
and orthotics; two were unemployed at the time of the survey ; and one
was working as a custodian with plans for entering physical therapy
(Table 3) .

TABLE 3.-Status of Respondents at Time of Survey

Status
No. of

respondents

Employed in prosthetics and orthotics 52
Continuing education 8
Military service' 2
Unemployed 2
Employed outside of field 1

' One working in the field of prosthetics

Place of Employment (Table 4)
Of the 53 graduates working in the fields of prosthetics and/or ortho-

tics, 42 were working in a commercial facility, seven in a hospital, two
in a university research program, one in a medical school, and one in
the military service.

TABLE 4.-Place of Employment of 53 Graduates Working in
Fields of Orthotics and Prosthetics

Place of employment

	

No . employed

Commercial facility

	

42
Hospital

	

7
University research

	

2
Military

	

1
Medical school

	

1

The average period of employment for most graduates at the time of
the survey was 2 years or less (Table 5) . Because none had been grad-
uated for more than 5 years, it is obvious that a few left employment
temporarily to attend school, or, at least part of the time, attended school
during the period of employment,
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TABLE 5 .—Years at Present Place of Employment

No. of
No . of years

	

respondents

1 year or less

	

21
2 years

	

17
3 years

	

6
4 years

	

3
5 years

	

1
10 or more years

	

4

TABLE 1 6 .—Number of Employees a in Place of Employment

Range .	 . . ._ .-

	

. . . . .	 - 1-25 employees
Average	 .	 7 .5 employees
Mode	 . . .	 4 .0 employees

a Prosthetists, orthotists, and technicians.

Graduates were working in situations where the total number of
employees (prosthetists, prosthetic technicians, orthotists, and/or
orthotic technicians) ranged from one (the respondent) to 25, with an
average of 7 .5 per place of employment (Table 6) . The mode was 4 .0
with nine respondents reporting that number of employees in their
facilities. Of the total employees at the 58 places reported (five of the
respondents who had left employment temporarily completed this item
on former place of employment) , the ratio of prosthetists to prosthetic
technicians was 1 .3 to 1; orthotists to orthotic technicians was 1 .1 to 1.
This corroborates the findings of the Manpower Study . A 1 to 3 ratio
was reflected in three of the largest organizations.

In selecting the place of employment, the graduates listed one or more
reasons for their choice, with "work opportunity" appearing most often
(Table 7) . Several checked all categories . Although "geographic de-

sirability" was checked only 22 times, it was found that 40 graduates
(74 percent) were working in the same general geographic area in which

they lived before attending school.

TABLE 7 .—Reasons for Selecting Current Place of Employment

Reason
No . of

respondents

work opportunity 40
Salary 16
Geographic desirability 22
Family business 10
Educational & professional opportunity 11
Other 5
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Most graduates had been working in the same job since graduation.
Twenty-one, however, had been employed elsewhere . All except one of

the eight NYU graduates who left previous employment did so either
because the job lacked an opportunity for professional growth and de-
velopment or because they were offered a better chance for advancement
elsewhere . Salary as a consideration was cited in two instances.

Four of the 15 A .A. graduates who left previous employment did so
to return to school. Other reasons cited by individuals varied as follows:
the working situation allowed no opportunity for applying modern
techniques; could not maintain two jobs ; drafted; the responsibilities

of the job were much greater than his talents ; wanted to get away from

home; offered the kind of job he wanted in research ; and other reasons
related to salary and personal considerations . Obviously, in this group,
no well-defined pattern emerged as a cause for resigning.

Salaries
As might be expected, the salaries of the graduates of the baccalaureate

degree program, all of whom were located on the east coast, were con-
siderably higher than those of the associate in arts degree program
(Table 8) .

TABLE 8 .-Salary Range by Educational Levee of Graduates

Salary ranges
B .S.

degree
A .A.

degre

$ 5,000- 5,999 1
$ 6,000- 7,999 20
8 8,000- 9,999 4 10
$10,000-11,999 6 3
$12,000-14,999 5
More than $15,000 4
Not applicable 9
(Student or unemployed) 10

No response 1 1

The average number of years experience for this group was too few
to show any influence on salary level . All those in the highest income
brackets, i .e ., over 515,000, were in executive or administrative positions,
such as president, vice president, or manager of an organization or
department.

Twenty-one (62 percent) of the 34 salaries reported for this group
were less than $8,000, and 10 (29 percent) were in the range of $8,000-
10,000 . No salaries under $8,000 were reported for NYU graduates; no

salaries over $12,000 were reported for A.A. graduates.
The median salary for those holding the baccalaureate degree is

higher than that reported for prosthetists and orthotists in the Manpower
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Study: $12,000 versus $9,500. However, the median salary for holders of
the A.A. degree is slightly lower : $9,000 versus $9,500 . The experience
factor may be of considerable influence here inasmuch as most graduates
had only 1 or 2 years in the field.

Number of Hours in Normal Work Week (Table 9)
Along with impressive titles and higher salaries go increased number

of hours worked . Generally, persons in executive or administrative posi-
tions work at least 50 hours a week and some considerably in excess of
that number . Most graduates with baccaulareate degrees work more
hours than those with A .A. degrees . Fifty-two percent of the former work
50 hours or more each week compared with 14 percent in the latter
group .

TABLE 9 .–Number of Hours in Normal Work Week

Hours No . Pct. No.

Less than 50 9 47 .4 29
50-60 8 42 .1 5
More than 50 2 1.0.5

Total respondents 19 34

TABLE 10.—Vacation

Salary range 1 week 2 weeks
3 or more

weeks Total

Less than $6,000 1 1 2
$ 6,000- 7,999 5 9 2 16
$ 8,000- 9,999 3 8 2 13
$10,000-11,999 5 2 7
$12,000-14,999 3 2 5
More than $15,000 2 1 3

Total 9 28 9 46

Vacation (Table 10)
In completing the question on vacation, 46 persons stated vacation

time allocated . Nine of the 46 (19 .5 percent) received 1 week's vacation,
five (55 percent) of whom were receiving salaries in the $6,000–7,999
range. Twenty-eight (61 percent) received 2 weeks' vacation . Nine (19
percent) received three or more weeks' vacation . For three employees,
vacation time had not been determined or was varied . Four persons failed
to complete the question . No relation between number of days vacation
and experience nor educational level was detected.

Hospitalization and Sick Leave (Table 11)
Forty-three respondents reported that hospitalization was included in

fringe benefits . In only six instances was it not included.

B.S . degree

	

A .A . degree
Pct.

85 .3
14.7
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Sick leave of varying number of days was included in fringe benefits
for 25 of the 43 who completed the item . Ten stated that sick leave was
awarded as required, 12 reported that no sick leave was included, and in
six instances the sick leave benefits were not specified . Of the 15 who
were given a specific number of days, the range was 3—24 days with an
average of 10 days.

TABLE 11 .—Hospitalization and Sick Leave
Hospitalization

Response
No . of

respondents
Pct. of

respondents

Yes
No

43
6

87 .7
12.3

Sick Leave

Response
No . of

respondents
Pct . of

respondents

Yes
No

Not specified

25
12
6

58 .1
27 .9
14 .0

TABLE 12 .—Distribution of Work Between Prosthetics and Orthotics

Type of work
No . of

respondents

Prosthetics exclusively
Orthotics exclusively
Prosthetics and Orthotics
Prosthetics, including prosthetics & orthotics
Orthotics, including prosthetics & orthotics

22
6

23
45
29

Distribution of Work Between Prosthetics and Orthotics (Table 12)
Of 51 reporting respondents who were working in the field, 22 work

in prosthetics exclusively ; six in orthotics exclusively ; 23 work in both
fields . The number working in prosthetics, including those working in
prosthetics and orthotics, totalled 45 ; those working in orthotics, includ-
ing those working in prosthetics and orthotics, numbered 29.

Fifteen of the NYU graduates who reported were working in pros-
thetics and orthotics, but the bulk of the work was being done in
prosthetics (68 percent of the time in prosthetics, 32 percent in ortho-
tics) . Only one of the 15 spent more time in orthotics than in prosthetics
(70 percent in orthotics—30 percent in prosthetics) . Two NYU gradu-

ates worked only in prosthetics ; two worked only in orthotics.
Five Cerritos graduates worked in both prosthetics and orthotics (53
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percent in prosthetics—47 percent in orthotics) . Six worked exclusively
in prosthetics ; four exclusively in orthotics.

No Chicago graduates were working in orthotics exclusively . Fourteen
were working in prosthetics exclusively, and four were working in pros-
thetics and orthotics (75 percent in prosthetics—25 percent in orthotics) .

Job Responsibilities (Table 13)
New York University graduates reported spending a greater propor-

tion of their time (32 .3 percent) in fitting patients than in any one other
work activity . An average of 20 percent of their time was spent in fabri-
cating devices . Administrative duties occupied 13 .2 percent of their
work time, a higher percentage than that of the A .A. graduates whose
administrative duties occupied about 4 percent . NYU graduates spent
about a third of their time in such activities as consulting, attending
clinic, instructing, and supervising.

TABLE 13 .Distribution of Time Spent in Work Activities

Work activity Graduates
(Prosthetics and New York University Cerritos College Chicago City College

orthotics) Time % Time % Time %

Fabrication 20 57 .4 35 .3
Fitting 32 .3 18 .5 38 .8
Administration 13 .2 3 .8 4 .3
Consultation 6 .8 5 .7 8 .2
Attending clinic 9 .7 7 .3 6 .1
Instruction 6.8 3 .4 2 .2
Supervision 8 .6 .1 2 .1
Other 2 .6 3 .8 3 .0

About two-thirds of the work hours of A .A. graduates were spent in
fabrication and fitting compared to about 50 percent for B .S . graduates.
Graduates of Cerritos City College, where the curriculum includes both
prosthetics and orthotics, were fabricating prosthetics and orthotics de-
vices over half of their work hours, whereas the graduates of Chicago
City College, where the program is exclusively prosthetics, were spend-
ing only about one-third of their work time in fabricating mostly pros-
thetic devices . Chicago City College graduates spent twice as much time
in fitting patients as did Cerritos graduates.

Professional Relationships
In response to questions related to participation of the prosthetist as

a professional member of a clinic team, the following information was
submitted:

New York University graduates

Of the 19 employed NYU graduates, 15 did attend clinics and partici-
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pated as professional members c

	

a
had responsibilities that did no

The tour who did not
attendance, or the cli -

cept was poor in that area. One is a did attend the clinics, how er,
noted that prosthetists were given only a surface acceptance by profes-
sional members of the allied health professions.

Only two noted any difficulty in communication with

	

,ieians and
other professional people, one attributing this to ph , ,iJ s being ex-
tremely busy and one observing that, in isolated instances, individuals
in other fields were not receptive to his point of view.

Cerritos College graduates

Of the 15 Cerritos grade

	

nployed in prosthetics and/or
s, eight did not a

	

e fie was

	

-se
a

	

ire senior or exjx. , , .c	 ~ . .

	

a ;sated
c'° - 'n the area. One respondent stal

	

the of

f

	

his opinion regarding aspects of pro'bracint:

	

rnber
indicated t]

	

this is not always true, it is interesting ti

	

that this
man had es

	

•e to hospital rounds, followed by question and answer
periods, du_ , Ids clinical training . None of the 15 recognised any diffi-
culty in cos rnunication, although one

	

uch improvement was
needed and desired.

Chicago City College graduates

Many of the 20 Chicago graduates did not atte - c and in most
cases attributed this to the need for more experience required by the
supervisor before attending. Two felt strongly that they mould attend,
and one gave his inability to attend as one reason for leaving the place
of employment. Three Chicago A .A. graduates expressed some difficulty
in communicating, and two stated a lack of understanding of clinical
pathology and a need for some background in medical subjects . One
fe l ` ill-at-ease because of the few clinics he had attended, and one im-
m ie l that, although he had no difficulty in communicating, physical

a, ists had difficulty in understanding him.

E:E .

	

Program

A question in the survey, "In general, did you find that your pros-
thetic and/or orthotic educational program prepared you adequately
f your current responsibilities?"

	

owed 43 gi < mates ae ,., eying in
affirmative, 12 in the negative,

	

edecided,
those who felt that they were

	

sight ex-
pressed an urgent need for more pr :

	

need for
more direct contact with patients
the patient as part of a rehabilit c

	

es
in management or business ado
courses in prosthetics and or-the t,
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The school courses that were lister
graduate professional activities wei
sidered so by 26 respondents ; and anaton

courses were found valuable by nine respon

	

ts, and biome(
listed most valuable by two.

;Eleven respondents found the courses in 1~? arts the least s ,.
nine listed professional problems as least vaeight, biome( hat
five, drafting and sculpture ; two. clinical ; . .>pht Lion : and seven
graduates declared that the first year in the progra

In responding to the question, "Now do y(
pond with your expectations?" the NYU grad .:
said that their present duties did correspond

However, there were mine xceptio
cal s
admi

red.
Mies corres-
most part,
pectations,

ted more c
ditticalh

hg trial
inri511ii

wi

	

mbers

the recognition he should
edge. HF

attendee
of pr'nst

deg')

	

eld
IClef

	

'adulates bailer

	

~rnplete this
question th

	

YU graduates. perhaps bec

	

es} may not

have formes

	

conclusions about their work . - bile espouses from

the graduate .

	

tiro schools were mI>urnkim :Ilehv the same. Most said

their present 1

	

were what an

	

rated: however, a few

from both schc

	

said that the pre

	

ch was far beau

expectations, stating that they had much more resportsil
had expected. Several were disappointed at the level c
said his duties were "below parr " indicating his superiors

	

eluct,

to allow him to improve on n
Sixty-one of the 65 resl.

	

94 percent) plan to

	

he fields

ce undecided—two citing un-
1 one unable to find employ-

Professional Goals

Profession :>l goals were quite different as expressed

the thhrtre t schools. Th~YU gradua

	

to

stem from

	

motivation directly or indirect

	

teci

	

>fessional

advancement of their field . Some looked

	

teaching, research,

or providing services at a high professic n ters stated that their

goal was to raise the level of prostheti d

	

c; hotics at local and na-

:t11111011 Ues II}

to had receiv'e:

,rosthetics

	

c of

	

>tics . Three

factory

	

s a consideration

t in a

	

~_mtry where she nob

	

yes.
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tional levels, to raise professional standards, or, ultimately, to reach the
same professional level as doctors or dentists.

Fifteen of the 21 respondents from Chicago stated that their profes-
sional goal was to own a facility . Two spoke of advancing their own
professional and educational status ; one wanted to be se 4ledge-
able in orthopedics . The grnates of Cerritos Colle
ested in certification, and '

	

t expressed this as tlDal.
Two graduates were in

	

the field of educatio
goal;

	

wanted to obtain a higher degree; six w ante

	

e
ow o Al facility ; three expressed an interest in educatio nd
researn , and two were interested in advancement related to ti~eir
professions .

DISCUSSION

In 1969 we were well-pleased with a 49 percen re

	

the Man-
power Survey, inasmuch as responses to previo .is

	

n_ the fields
of prosthetics and orthotics were far below that l

	

.

	

is now most
encouraging to receive a response

	

34 .5 percent to the present survey.
Furthermore, the care and th

	

es with which the ° )rms were
completed are manifestations of t

	

_respondents' interes t	~mncern,
both in the quality of prosthetic a__1 orthotic education- -

	

re en o-
£essional status of the two specialties . The comments of seve

	

es
reflected an attitude of

	

e y and deep concern in tern

	

op
ment and advanc-n e

	

own field.
An earnest de , '

	

r pion and to be r

	

nal
person was uunc

	

he minds of man ,	ins
that e'

	

tu-
ation

	

need and i'

	

profes-
sional ss
knows
ref

	

t

	

Iec
is not

	

ted or th

	

re is

cism. These kinds of reaction ay other prof
expected and may be attributed to a lack of knowlet

	

tinting
on their part, unfortunate past experiences, or simph u

	

_ istance
to the new, or to change.

One would like to suggest a quick and easy way to overcome this diffi-
culty, but most persons who represent an emerging health profession
and who are well-established as a member of a professional team have
acquired this status by a patient and persistent educational effort, an
effort which at times may be discouraging .

	

en a person can consist-
ently and helpfully rffi to r
however, it is only a matter of tim
is recognized and he becomes acce

spond to,
tributions
m,
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